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EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

We float over gray asphalt, traced lazily through an endless

expanse of timber and fir.

Lifelessly pale fog sinks in from the nearby Atlantic,

washing out any trace of color.

Nothing moves.

ALEX (V.O.)

Sky. Where are you?

We start to dive down. Beneath the fog.

The voice sighs heavily. Distortion betraying that it’s a

voicemail from a cellphone.

ALEX (V.O.)

Look, I know what happened.

A jeep appears on the road.

A single electron moving through dead wire.

ALEX (V.O.)

I’m sorry. We can talk about it,

and whatever you want to do is

fine.

We sink lower and lower.

ALEX (V.O.)

But Katie is scared and I don’t

know how to calm her down.

We level off behind the jeep. Catching up as it twists and

turns down the road.

ALEX (V.O.)

Please pick up the phone. You don’t

have to talk to me if you don’t

want but your daughter needs to

hear your voice.

Closer and closer.

ALEX (V.O.)

Just pick up and let her know

you’re okay. Please.

Just as we’re about to smash into the back...
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ALEX (V.O.)

Sky!

EXT. PARK ENTRANCE - DAY

The jeep slowly pulls up to a small booth.

"Cutler Coast State Park" hangs on a sign nearby, overlaid

onto the outline of Maine.

The window rolls down. SKYLAR (30s) leans out against the

cold in thick flannel. Peers into the booth.

An open copy of "Congo" and a radio spouting off about bear

attacks give signs of life, but no one’s inside.

Her phone VIBRATES noisily inside the car. She looks at it,

watching it ring.

Then rolls the window up and drives forward.

EXT. CAMPSITE - DAY

Skylar steers past one empty campsite after another, not

even steaming ash or granola wrappers left behind.

She pulls into a secluded site anyways. Hops out and starts

unpacking her gear.

EXT. CAMPSITE - SUNSET

Skylar nurtures the first tails of fire, tent already set up

behind her.

A stenciled PICKUP TRUCK pulls over by the road, drawing her

attention.

ROSS (40s) hops out and approaches, in a park ranger

uniform.

ROSS

Sorry I missed you earlier, thought

I had the place to myself. Ranger

Ross.

SKYLAR

Skylar.

They shake hands. Ross pulls out a small notebook and pen.
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ROSS

I know it’s the dead season, but

I’ve still got to collect a camping

fee.

SKYLAR

Is that why no one’s here?

ROSS

Yup, snow’s supposed to hit next

week. You’re not from around here

I’m guessing?

Skylar shakes her head as she pulls out her wallet.

SKYLAR

Boston. I wanted to get away for a

bit.

ROSS

From the city or the people?

SKYLAR

Both.

Ross grins. Skylar doesn’t.

INT. SKYLAR’S TENT - DAWN

DRIP.

DRIP.

DRI--

Skylar’s eyes stutter open as a drop of BLACK LIQUID falls

next to her face, catching streaks of intruding sunlight on

its way down.

She rolls onto her back and looks up to see something sharp

sticking through the tent fabric.

EXT. CAMPSITE - DAWN

Skylar examines a series of thin, black QUILLS scattered

into one side of the tent, like darts.

She reaches out with a gloved hand to pick one up--

But quickly drops it, grimacing audibly.
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She takes off the glove to see fresh cuts marking her

fingers, slowly dripping blood.

She grabs a towel and uses it to brush off the rest of the

quills.

EXT. PARK ENTRANCE - DAY

Skylar walks towards the booth as Ross sits inside, glued to

his book.

She RAPS the glass sharply. Ross flinches in surprise, then

slowly opens the window.

SKYLAR

Sorry. Forgot what it’s like

reading Stephen King.

ROSS

Stephen King?

She nods towards his book. He moves his hand so she can see

the author’s name.

ROSS (CONT’D)

Crichton. Not King.

SKYLAR

Oh, yeah. Always get them confused.

ROSS

Really? They’re completely

different. One writes trashy

airport novels, the other writes

trashy airport novels.

Skylar almost smiles.

SKYLAR

Do you have a map of the trails? I

was gonna go hiking.

ROSS

Yeah.

He leans down beneath his desk and pulls out a map pamphlet.

Grabs a pen and traces a path.

ROSS (CONT’D)

If you head back toward your tent

and follow the sign for Black Point

Loop, it’s the trail everybody
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ROSS (CONT’D)
comes here for. About five miles

roundtrip, takes you right to the

lighthouse on the coast. And if you

get lost or have any problems with

wildlife--

SKYLAR

Porcupines?

Ross looks confused. Skylar holds up her cut fingers.

SKYLAR (CONT’D)

I think one got my tent earlier. It

was covered in quills, pricked

myself trying to get them off.

ROSS

Yeah, you’re not supposed to pull

them straight out.

SKYLAR

Even with gloves?

Ross’ brow furrows.

ROSS

If you see any more of them, give

me a call. I want to take a look.

Skylar nods as writes his phone number on the map and slides

it over. She grabs it and starts walking away.

Realizes something. Slowly stops and turns.

SKYLAR (CONT’D)

You think you’ll be finished with

that book by the time I get back?

ROSS

Probably. You want to borrow it?

SKYLAR

If you don’t mind. I left in a bit

of a hurry, forgot to bring

anything to read.

ROSS

Sure, I don’t mind.

She nods and sets off.
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EXT. FOREST - DAY

Skylar treks through a dense forest, overgrown vegetation

clinging to her legs like hands coming out of a grave.

She stops and pulls a bottle of water from her knapsack.

Takes a long swill then looks around.

We watch her from afar. Like something else is out there

with her.

And it seems like she can almost tell.

After a moment...

She closes the water bottle and continues on.

EXT. CAMPER VAN - DAY

Skylar continues on the trail, storm clouds having rolled in

to diffuse the afternoon light.

She stops, seeing specks of bright color in the distance.

Her brow furrows, as she turns and heads off the trail

towards it. Clearing away more brush, she breaks through to

a small clearing where a brightly painted

CAMPER VAN

sits abandoned.

It’s a new model and not very worn, but the door hangs on by

a single hinge ans multiple windows are broken.

As if its been attacked.

Skylar slowly walks towards it and looks into the

INTERIOR

Branches, bones and long-rotted carcass wrap around each

other to form a large circle.

The same BLACK QUILLS stick out on various surfaces, along

with discarded pieces of prey and bramble.

Like an abandoned nest for a bird.

A very large bird.

Skylar wrinkles her nose at the sight and smell of it, and

backs out towards the
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TRAIL

She takes out her phone and the map, dials the number. Gets

a "No Signal" tone.

Tries it again, but still no luck.

EXT. CAMPSITE - NIGHT

Skylar stirs a pot of beans over the fire, and sips on a

beer. There’s already a few empty cans piled up.

Her phone VIBRATES in her pocket. She pulls it out and

stares. Almost answers.

Then puts it away.

Ross’ footsteps crunch in approach, as he appears holding

Congo.

ROSS

Had just enough time before my

shift ended.

He hands the book over to her.

SKYLAR

Thanks.

She takes a beer out from the case and offers it up. Ross

shakes his head.

ROSS

I’m not supposed to drink in the

park.

Skylar looks around.

SKYLAR

You always this paranoid?

Ross grins, then accepts the can. Sits next to her and

cracks it open.

ROSS

Comes with the uniform I guess.

Always supposed to be on the

lookout.

SKYLAR

Then I hope you have an eye on that

camper van.
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She rubs her fingers as Ross’ brow furrows.

ROSS

What camper van?

SKYLAR

Like half a mile from the beach,

just off the trail you sent me on.

You haven’t seen it?

Ross shakes his head.

SKYLAR (CONT’D)

I think whatever got me this

morning is holed up there, it was

covered in the same quills.

ROSS

There’s a service road nearby that

goes up to the lighthouse. We’ve

caught people using it before to

sneak in, camp for free.

SKYLAR

Well I don’t think they’re still

camping, it was all torn up. And

something’s nesting inside.

ROSS

I’ll check it out tomorrow.

Skylar nods and swigs.

ROSS (CONT’D)

What brought you out here in such a

hurry?

SKYLAR

What?

ROSS

You said before, you left in a

hurry. Is rush hour on Ninety-Five

really that scary?

Skylar sighs. Doesn’t speak.

ROSS (CONT’D)

Something happen back in Boston?

SKYLAR

It’s-- It’s just normal, fucked up

life stuff. Honestly it’d put you

to sleep.
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ROSS

Try me. I’m a good listener.

Skylar finishes her beer. Cracks another immediately.

SKYLAR

I don’t want you to listen.

She tosses Ross another can.

INT. SKYLAR’S TENT - DAWN

Skylar turns over groggily in Ross’ arms. Squints open her

eyes as the sun greets her.

She smirks through the hangover, remembering, and starts

kissing his arms as Ross MOANS softly.

Skylar moves her lips down to his hands. Stops as she

notices a lighter patch of skin on his ring-finger.

It’s...well...ring-shaped.

Her face drops. She sits up quickly, brushing his arms off

her. Leans over and starts digging through his pants.

ROSS

(groggy)

You’d be better off robbing a

diner, just so you know.

Skylar finds his wallet. Opens it up and pulls out a PICTURE

of Ross with his WIFE and two KIDS.

She tosses the wallet at his face. He flinches angrily, then

looks at it and realizes.

He sighs as Skylar starts dressing quickly.

ROSS (CONT’D)

You know you’re the one the who

asked me to stay.

SKYLAR

Yeah I’m sure your wife will

understand.

He rolls over as she finishes zipping up her pants,

struggling slightly. He notices the cause:

The cut marks on her fingers have widened and turned JET

BLACK.
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Ross reaches out to examine her hand.

ROSS

I think your hand’s infec--

She pulls her hand away quickly.

SKYLAR

It’s fine.

Puts on her coat and steps out of the tent.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Skylar marches through the forest, trying to out-hike her

thoughts.

Lifts her water bottle as she walks, but drops it as pain

shoots through her hand.

She grimaces and looks down, flexing her fingers slowly.

The discoloration is clearly SPREADING.

EXT. COAST - SUNSET

Skylar sits on the edge of a cliff, overlooking the ocean

and dying sun.

Massages her hand.

She stops as she notices a small QUILL on the ground next to

her. Notices ANOTHER nearby.

Her eyes follow the trail as they lead away, back towards

the forest. Skylar gets up and slowly follows them.

The trail of quills gets thicker and thicker as she

submerges deep and deeper into the trees.

Suddenly she stops as an animal BRAYS out in pain. Skylar

slowly creep forward through a thicket towards the sound.

In the falling light she can barely make out a large shape.

A mass of quills, moving and flexing.

It’s a hunched back. And it belongs to a CREATURE, eight

feet tall, covered in quills and propped on its hind legs.

Carving up a still-alive prey.
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Skylar tries to breath but her lungs don’t seem to work.

Slowly she takes out her phone, eyes barely flitting away

from the Creature, and dials the number on the map.

"No signal".

She tries it again, getting more frantic.

"No signal".

Skylar tries once more, gripping the phone tightly. After a

moment...

It connects. As she breathes a sigh of relief--

A phone RINGS loudly in front of the Creature.

It stops to investigate. Skylar’s eyes light up in terrified

recognition.

The ringing continues, mixed with the BRAYS of the prey. But

we can tell now they’re not the sounds of an animal.

They’re from a human.

Ross.

Skylar lets out a horrified WHIMPER before stifling it. The

Creature whips around to look in her direction.

ROARS with a sound worse than its beady, mangled face.

Skylar turns and sprints as fast she can back towards the

coastal cliff.

As she looks back towards the trees, her foot SNAGS on a

root. She stumbles and tries to stop herself, but her foot

gives way on a crumbly patch of dirt.

She falls over the cliff, tumbling down the side.

As her head SMACKS the ground--

CUT TO BLACK.

EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

We fade up on Skylar’s bloodied head, face down in the sand

at the bottom of the cliff.

She groans and slowly pushes herself up onto her knees.
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A LIGHTHOUSE comes into focus slowly, a few hundred feet

away. It FLASHES the beach, slowly rotating a line of

illumination.

She stands and looks around.

A dark blur FLASHES in the light, hundreds of yards down the

beach. Right where the cliff slopes down gently and meets

the beach.

Skylar tries to blink away her fogginess and looks closer.

Another FLASH. It’s the Creature.

Galloping on the beach.

STRAIGHT FUCKING TOWARDS HER.

Skylar turns and runs towards the lighthouse, boots slipping

on the damp sand.

FLASH.

The Creature gains on her and ROARS, as she gasps in horror.

SKYLAR

HELP! Is anyone there?!

She looks back.

FLASH.

It’s getting closer.

She keeps going. Sees Ross’ PICKUP TRUCK, lights on and

engine running, parked next to the lighthouse.

She digs in and sprints as hard as she can.

Skylar gets gets within spitting distance of the truck, when

something PRICKS her.

She looks down, still running, to see a smattering of QUILLS

on her arms and legs.

Her legs start to wobble. She looks back.

FLASH.

The Creature can almost taste her.

Skylar reaches out to the door handle. Pulls it open--

Everything drops out of focus. Her eyes droop. Body sinks.
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She collapses onto the sand, unconscious.

INT. CAMPER VAN - NIGHT

Skylar’s head lolls forward as she comes to, buried under a

thick layer of the animal-plant ’nest’.

She tries to move.

Can’t.

Her breath starts to quicken in panic.

As her eyes adjust to the pitch black, she makes out Ross

directly across from her, passed out.

His body is obscured by the nest, all we can see is his

face.

SKYLAR

(whispering)

Ross. Ross! Are you alive?!

He doesn’t respond. She takes a deep breath, then throws her

head forward as best she can.

SKYLAR

ROSS!

The force of her movement shakes the nest.

Then Ross’ head falls off.

Skylar dry-heaves, unable to process it. She looks down at

her own body and finally realizes...

Her legs and arms are gone. Her torso has been ripped open

and merged with the rest of the nest.

Her blood vessels are intertwined with branches. Her ribs

are caked together with sap. Her intestines are strung out,

circling the structure around and around and around...

She’s not under the nest.

She IS the nest.

Skylar screams.

CUT TO BLACK.


